UAL’s water consumption is at a less advanced stage of monitoring than energy. Please note that due to when the data is received the latest data available is two months behind the current month. Consumption was low from April 20 due to building closure for Covid-19.
Central Saint Martins

Kings Cross

The meter for Kings Cross is very hard to access. The spikes in consumption are due to when the meter was able to be read.

Archway
Camberwell College of Arts

Peckham Road

The spike is due to an overestimated read – an actual meter read was then provided.

Wilson Road
An incorrect estimate was used in April 21 which causes the spike which is then rectified in May 21.
The meter at JPS has been replaced as it was faulty.
Halls of Residence

UAL manages the utilities for only the three halls below.

Brooke Hall

Gardens House

Portland House